The size of balloon will determine the
size of each sphere.

SPHERE
Cover workspace with newspaper for
easer clean up.
CRAFT
SKILL LEVEL
EASY

Holding the balloon by the knot, wrap
the soaked strand of yarn around the
balloon in all directions. (Photo 3) Gently
squeeze yarn as you wrap to remove
excess glue.
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Set up a clothesline for hanging the
balloons to dry later.
Pour Mod Podge into bowl.

Designed by the Red Heart
Design Team

Blow up balloon and secure with a knot.
(Photo 1)

What you will need:

1

RED HEART® Super Saver®:
1 skein each of 313 Aran, 512
Turqua, 365 Coffee, 400 Grey
Heather
Materials
Small Balloons
Mod Podge®
Bowl
Spoon
Newspaper or other
protective layer for workspace
Clothespins
Clothesline to hang balloons
while they dry
Optional fishing line
and dowel for hanging
arrangement

RED HEART® Super
Saver® Art. E300
available in solid
color 7 oz (198 g), 364 yds
(333 m); prints, multis and
heathers 5 oz (141 g), 236 yds
(215 m); flecks 5 oz (141 g),
260 yds (238 m) skeins

Keep yarn snug as it is wrapped around
balloon.
Tie a new piece of yarn to the knot
or use a clothespin to secure to your
clothesline. (Photo 4)
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Statement Yarn
Spheres
Update your home’s décor with this easy-todo craft! With yarn, glue and some balloons
you’ll soon have a coordinating statement
piece to brighten up a mantel or table!

Cut one 4 yard (3.65m) piece of yarn.
Holding one end, place the yarn into the
glue mixture.
Use a spoon to completely submerge
the yarn in glue. (Photo 2)
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continued...

SHOP KIT
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Repeat for additional balloon spheres.
Space spheres apart on the clothesline
so that they can dry from all directions.
Spheres will need up to 12 hours to dry
completely. Once dry, cut the top of the
balloon and let it deflate. It will detach
from the dried yarn for easy removal.

TO DISPLAY

Arrange Spheres in a bowl or bell jar for
a table arrangement.

Optional hanging arrangement
Cut a length of fishing line for each
sphere. Tie one end of fishing line to the
knot on the sphere. Tie opposite end
to dowel. Use different lengths for each
sphere, spacing spheres along dowel so
they hang freely. Cut a length of fishing
line for dowel hanger. Tie each end of
fishing line to each end of dowel and
use to hang dowel and spheres.
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